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About This Game

Modern arcade game with a price of 2 coins to play for an infinite amount

1 matrix styled maze + new paths which you wished where there in the classic days

4 first person directional movements

4 enemies with a dangerous mind reading AI

Unlimited speed + time breaks
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I think this is not a game, but a pyschological experiment to see if you'll keep playing over a certain threshold. If you play for
over an hour, you're clearly a nihilistic suicidal murderous psychopath with low self-esteem and developmental problems  aka
current presidential material

My therapist said I was one, but I could only play this game for ~20 minutes.

Rating 2\/10 Not worth it, not even for free. Only download and play if you hate yourself.  Even with Pacman, the music was
not this annoying and once you ate all the "coins" the level would end and you could eat your enemies with powerups ... not so in
this nightmare endless maze with dumb AI enemies . This is a surreal first person seated VR game inspired by Pac Man. I
played for about 20 intense minutes. I enjoyed the game, the psichedelic effects and the overrall experience. I couldn't
completely clean up the maze so i am not sure about the goal of the game, if there's an ending or it's just score attack. Again, for
2 Euros or less i reccomend to try this seated experience and have a laugh. There's clearly some potential so i reccomend the
developers to add at least a couple of mazes as good as this one, with new tricks and traps.
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